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Aim of the talk

1. Master the ocean hydrodynamics,
2. Be able to link local to global processes (downscale & upscale)
3. Understand and quantify the transport, transformation and fate 

of materials with long residence time and their impact on marine 
ecosystems.

These are also requirements for sustainable exploitation of marine resources!!!

To show that to get clean and healthy oceans one has to:



Why is the Ocean Salty?
Hypothesis 1: Because it has a lot of cod fish inside!!!

Water used to desalt the cod gets salted… 



Why is the Ocean Salty?
Hypothesis 2 : Fresh water carries the salt to the sea!!!

Average ocean Salinity: 
36g/L
Typical fresh water salt 
content: 25mg/L
Ratio = 1400 
Geologists have 
estimated 900  the 
number of times the 
ocean has been 
evaporated



Who is removing 
matter from the 
Sea?



BEST – IST, 2006

How does the ocean process land inputs?

The Biological Pump 
transforms dissolved 
nutrients (+ CO2) into 
particulate matter, that 
is transferred to the 
deep ocean where it is 
respired, consuming O2.



Oceanic most productive areas do not receive Land nutrients  

Nutrients are carried there by ocean circulation (Hydrodynamics)!!! 



Transport across the Atlantic

Atlantic Regions are tied by transport and 
fate of materials with high residence time.



Exploration and sustainable exploitation of 
oceans requires
• Hydrodynamics,
• Local -> Global processes (downscale & upscale),
• Transport, transformation and fate of materials with long residence time, 

(small residence time => local impacts only).

• This is a key mission of AIR Centre!!!



Can microplastics be a priority mission?

Lebreton LCM, Greer SD, Borrero JC. Numerical modelling 
of floating debris in the world´s ocean. Mar Poll Bull. 
2012; 64: 653–66

Accumulation zones are complementary of 
biological production zones. They are explained 
by the same hydrodynamic processes!!!



• Obrigado/Thanks


